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For more than 25 years, The Wills Eye Manual has been a best-selling source of authoritative

guidance on treating ocular disorders in an office, emergency room, or hospital setting.Â  The 7th

Edition introduces exciting new changes to bring this pocket-sized reference thoroughly up to date

â€“ including extensive multimedia content â€“ while retaining the features that have made it so

useful in daily practice.New to this edition:Recent major clinical trials dataExpertly produced videos

depicting a wide range of common procedures with step-by-step narration, carefully selected to

complement key techniquesChanging trends in trauma, oculoplastics, cornea, pediatrics,

neuro-ophthalmology, uveitis, and moreÂ Outstanding features youâ€™ve come to expect from the

Wills Eye Manual:The most accurate and current information on more than 200 ophthalmic

conditionsEffective clinical recommendations for evaluation, diagnosis, management, and

treatmentConcise outline format for portability and quick referenceAll chapters written and edited by

the residents and attending ophthalmologists at one of busiest and largest eye hospitals in the

countryItâ€™s everything you wanted to know and nothing more.Now with the print edition, enjoy the

bundled interactive eBook edition, which can be downloaded to your tablet and smartphone or

accessed online and includes features like:Complete content with enhanced navigationPowerful

search tools and smart navigation cross-links that pull results from content in the book, your notes,

and even the webCross-linked pages, references, and more for easy navigationHighlighting tool for

easier reference of key content throughout the textAbility to take and share notes with friends and

colleaguesQuick reference tabbing to save your favorite content for future use
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So far I am enjoying this edition and the multimedia/videos on different procedures is a welcome

addition. My only concern is there appears to have been an oversight placing optic neuropathies in

the index. I was only able to find this section by referring to chapter 2, which directs you to the

correct chapter. Optic neuritis, AION/GCA, NAION, and misc optic neuropathies are not listed in the

index... unfortunate for a heavily referred-to section. I simply wrote it into the index to get around

this, although it feels wrong to write in a brand new book!

I bought this to use as a supplement in my Disease class in Optometry school. It's super helpful and

compact. It gives brief descriptions of all the disorders and pictures alongside as well. I'd definitely

recommend to anyone in need of supplement or review in optometry school or practice

Awesome new edition of a classic desktop reference. A bit more streamlined with nice updates on

the latest trends and standards of care. Plus, the new videos are money! Wouldn't be able to get

through the day without it. Minor issues like the incomplete indexing of optic neuropathies are likely

new publishing company mishaps, but this is easily bypassed by referencing the Table of Contents.

Two thumbs up and up!

I am glad I held onto the previous version, disappointed in this new edition: could not find any

evidence of the treatment for Temporal Arteritis or Giant Cell Arteritis. Previous edition had clear

chapter on this. Oversight?

I have notice some conditions were omitted in this version that I have found in previous versions.

Great book to have
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